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Abstract. This paper describes an application where default knowl-

edge is necessary to fully de�ne concepts which otherwise would only be

partially de�ned and therefore unclassi�able. These de�nitions includ-

ing defaults are still both necessary and su�cient to recognize an in-

stance and so can be classi�ed. We take some real examples to show that

this de�nitional point of view for default knowledge (we have formally

described elsewhere) is thus indispensable in practice and considerably

improves description logic based systems. We describe two complemen-

tary relations subsumption and inheritance and we show that they allow

sure instances to be distinguished from probable instances and among the

instances those which are typical from those which are exceptional.

1 Introduction

Description logic based systems (DLS) are used to represent concept hierarchies

or terminologies. The inference services they provide are essentially based on the

central subsumption relation. A concept A subsumes a concept B i� A is more

general than B. Classi�cation of a concept then consists in inserting a new de-

�ned concept at the most speci�c place in the terminology. However, a classi�er

can only manage a fully de�ned concept, i.e. its de�nition is a set of necessary

and su�cient conditions to recognize an instance: an object o is an instance of a

de�ned concept C if it satis�es the de�nition of C and all instances of C neces-

sarily satisfy this de�nition. In classical DLSs concept de�nitions are exclusively

made of strict knowledge. However it appears that in most applications few con-

cepts are de�ned with strict knowledge, which is a real problem since partially

de�ned concepts can't be classi�ed. We had the same problem in our applica-

tion for computer-assisted human supervisors to make diagnoses of incidents on

the French telephone network. Indeed, from initial investigations [1] on human

supervisor expertise in order to constitute the knowledge base, we observed that

end-users handle concepts with default knowledge but in such a way that these

defaults often contribute to the de�nition of the incident concepts. For example,

an incident which lasts more than 10 minutes and a�ects at least 200 people

is recognized as a serious incident but some serious incidents which are known
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to be exceptional relative to at-least-200-people-a�ected may not a�ect 200 peo-

ple. The knowledge at-least-200-people-a�ected is a default property of serious

incidents. If we impose de�nitions with exclusively strict knowledge the serious-

incident concept can only be partially de�ned since an incident which lasts more

than 10 minutes is not su�cient to recognize a serious incident. We then decided

to extend DL languages with two new connectives default(�) and exception(�) in

such a way that they can be part of concept de�nitions; we call this the de�-

nitional point of view of default knowledge. From this point of view a concept

de�nition C (including default knowledge) is still both necessary and su�cient

to recognize an instance: an object is an instance of a concept C i� it satis�es

the strict de�nitional knowledge of C, and satis�es or is explicitly \exceptional"

w.r.t. the default knowledge of C. For example, the serious-incident concept can

be de�ned as an incident which lasts more than 10 minutes and which by default

a�ects at least 200 people. Thus all serious incidents necessarily last more than

10 minutes and a�ect at least 200 people or are explicitly exceptional relative to

the knowledge `at least 200 people', and conversely all incidents which last more

than 10 minutes and which a�ect at least 200 people or which are exceptional

relative to this default knowledge are recognized as serious incidents. We have

described elsewhere [4, 5] the formal semantics of these connectives and the sub-

sumption relation. Our objective in this paper is to present the results of default

knowledge in concept de�nitions, not only in the creation of the knowledge base

but also in the inferential services.

Section 2 is a brief presentation of the whole project. We then give some

examples of default knowledge as it appears in human supervision expertise.

They justify the de�nitional point of view for default knowledge. In section 3

we give the description language we use and summarize the formal semantics we

have described elsewhere. Section 4 is devoted to the inference services our DLS

o�ers, especially those which depend on the default and exception connectives.

In particular, we show how to distinguish a sure instance of a concept (no addi-

tional information could invalidate it) from a probable instance (new information

(e.g. an exception) could invalidate it), and a typical instance (the instance is

not exceptional relative to default knowledge of the concept) from an exceptional

instance (the instance is exceptional relative to at least one item of default knowl-

edge of the concept). Finally we compare our approach with other DLSs which

include default knowledge as incidental rules. Unlike ours, these systems don't

consider default knowledge as part of de�nitions but as additional information

to concept de�nitions which are still exclusively made of strict knowledge.

2 The Application

2.1 Brief Presentation

The project includes di�erent research themes including description logic sys-

tems, machine learning and case based reasoning [1]. We focus on the DLSs. The

objective is to interactively assist the human operators who supervise the French



telephone network by automatically classifying a new incident and proposing a

set of actions in order to resolve the incident. Figure 1 shows the diagnosis

process:

{ (1) An incident occurs in the network, a set of parameters are sent to the

supervision equipment.

{ (2) Some alarms light up on the workstation of the operator.

{ (3) The operator makes a description of the incident via an interface to our

diagnosis-assisted system.

{ (4) After a dialog between the system and the operator to complete the

description, if necessary, the system proposes diagnoses and lists of actions

to the operator.

{ (5) The operator executes commands to resolve the incident.

supervision
equipment

telephone
network(1) incident

parameters
(2) alarms

(3) incident
description

(4) diagnoses +
actions list

(5) commands commands

Fig. 1. Incident diagnosis in the application

The system is a description-logic based system. The terminological knowledge

base (T-Box) contains the set of concepts including incident concepts. Each inci-

dent description is associated with a set of facts which is stored in the assertion

knowledge base (A-Box). From these facts the recognition process creates a con-

cept which is classi�ed in the terminology. This classi�cation allows the concepts

of which the incident is an instance to be found, these concepts represent the

diagnostic result. A set of rules links such concepts to cards describing actions

required in order to resolve the incident. The knowledge base contains approx-

imately 300 incident concepts organized as follows: about 50 general classes of

incidents including minor-incident, serious-incident, major-incident, repetitive-

incident, duplex-stopping, simplex-stopping, ine�ective-calls-rush, measurement-

miss, overload, etc., plus sub-classes which are distinguished mainly by the kind

of equipment which is involved in the incident.



2.2 Defaults in our Application

From initial investigations on human supervisor expertise we have observed that

end-users essentially handle concepts with default knowledge [1] but in such a

way that these defaults often contribute to the de�nition of the incident concepts.

Let us illustrate this with knowledge we have collected about serious incidents:

S1 A serious incident is an incident which lasts more than 10 minutes and by

default a�ects at least 200 people.

S2 An incident which lasts more than 10 minutes and which a�ects at least 200

people is recognized as a serious incident.

S3 An incident which lasts more than 10 minutes is not su�cient to recognize

a serious incident.

S4 Some incidents which last more than 10 minutes and which may not a�ect

at least 200 people must be recognized as serious incidents but they must

be known to be exceptional relative to by default at-least-200-a�ected-people.

For example service incidents which last more than 10 minutes but which

may not a�ect at least 200 people (i.e. they are exceptional relative to by

default at-least-200-a�ected-people) must be recognized as serious incidents.

In order to describe the above knowledge with a description language we have

separated it into necessary, su�cient and default knowledge. S2 states that the

set fincident, more-than-10-minutes, at-least-200-a�ected-peopleg is su�cient to

recognize a serious incident. S1 describes fincident, more-than-10-minutesg as

the set of necessary knowledge for serious incidents and fat-least-200-a�ected-

peopleg the set of default knowledge. S3 and S4 are more problematic and more

subtle because they seem to be contradictory. S3 states that fmore-than-10-

minutes, incidentg is not su�cient to recognize a serious incident and S4 stipu-

lates that there exist some serious incidents which can be recognized although

they don't a�ect at least 200 people. In fact they mean that only the incidents

which are known to be exceptional relative to at-least-200-a�ected-people can be

recognized as serious incidents even if they don't a�ect at least 200 people.

As already presented in several recent papers [11, 9], a �rst solution which

combines description logics and default knowledge would be to impose de�nitions

with exclusively strict knowledge and to consign defaults as incidental rules. Let

us call this approach the \classical" approach. However, the �rst problem arising

out of this solution is that few of our incident concepts can be de�ned with only

strict knowledge (as often seems to be the case [7][10, page 666]). Consequently

these partially-de�ned concepts cannot be managed by the classi�er since it needs

fully-de�ned concepts. According to this approach the concept serious-incident

can be described as:

D1 serious-incident is subsumed by incident and more-than-10-minutes.

D2 serious-incident implies by default at-least-200-a�ected-people.

D3 `incident and more-than-10-minutes and at-least-200-a�ected-people' is sub-

sumed by serious-incident.



D1 describes the necessary knowledge of serious incidents, D2 the default knowl-

edge and D3 the su�cient knowledge to recognize a serious incident.

With these three descriptions S1, S2 and S3 are supported but not S4. From

D2, if an object o is an instance of serious-incident then it is an instance of

at-least-200-a�ected-people if nothing contradicts it (it satis�es S1). From D3, if

an object o is an instance of incident and more-than-10-minutes and at-least-

200-a�ected-people then it is an instance of serious-incident (it satis�es S2). If

an object o is an instance of incident and more-than-10-minutes then it cannot

be recognized as an instance of serious-incident (it satis�es S3). However an

object o which is an instance of incident and more-than-10-minutes and which

is known to be exceptional relative to the knowledge at-least-200-a�ected-people

cannot be recognized as an (exceptional) instance of serious-incident (S4 is not

satis�ed).

The solution we propose satis�es S1, S2, S3, S4, is nearer the descriptions

given by the human expertise and is more homogeneous since for example we

need only one description for serious-incident concept. It consists in authorizing

concept de�nitions including default and explicit exception knowledge.

Thus the concept serious-incident is described as:

Dsi serious-incident is fully de�ned as incident

and more-than-10-minutes

and by default at-least-200-a�ected-people.

With this de�nition S1 and S2 are trivially satis�ed. S3 and S4 are satis�ed

because only incidents which last more than 10 minutes and which a�ect at least

200 people or which are explicitly exceptional relative to at least 200 a�ected

people are recognized as serious incidents.

3 Description Language

The description language L

��

is inductively de�ned from a set R of primitive

roles, a set P of primitive concepts (primitive components in [8]) and a set I

2

of individuals augmented with the constant concepts > (top) and ? (bottom)

with the abstract syntax rule:

C;D! > the most general concept

j ? the most speci�c concept

j P primitive concept

j ONE-OF(I

1

. . . I

n

) concept in extension

j C uD concept conjunction

j 8R : C value restriction

j R FILLS (I

1

. . . I

n

) I

1

. . . I

n

is a subset of value for R

j R AT-LEAST n cardinality restriction (minimum)

j R AT-MOST n cardinality restriction (maximum)

j :P negation of a primitive concept

j �C default concept

2

The formal semantics of these individuals is the modi�ed semantics proposed in [2].



j C

�

exception to the concept C

Example 1. We give below three de�nitions extracted from our application.

ine�ective-beam AT-LEAST 2 u switch describes all the switches with at

least two ine�ective beams,

8working-state: ONE-OF(ok alarm) u

equipment

describes all the pieces of equip-

ment whose working states are ok or

alarm,

linking-to FILLS(Paris Lyon) u switch describes all the switches which are

at least linked to Paris and Lyon.

A description knowledge base (D-KB) is then a set of de�nitions (partial or

not) concerning atomic concepts. An atomic concept may be fully de�ned from

a term C of L

��

, this is noted A � C. An atomic concept A may be partially

de�ned w.r.t. a term C, this is noted A < C. In addition, o::C expresses the fact

that o is an instance of the concept C and o

1

::R:o

2

the fact that o

1

and o

2

stand

in the relation R.

Example 2.

3

serious-incident � incident u more-than-10-minutes

u �at-least-200-a�ected-people,

service-number-a�ected < number-overcall

u number-a�ected AT-LEAST 1

u 8number: service

u at-least-200-a�ected-people

�

,

serious-service-incident � incident u service-number-a�ected

u more-than-10-minutes,

equipment-incident � equipment-dependent u incident,

equipment-serious-service-incident � incident u service-number-a�ected

u more-than-10-minutes

u equipment-dependent.

These concepts are graphically represented in �gure 2. In the following sec-

tion, we give the main properties of the connectives. The inference services

(subsumption, classi�cation, inheritance and instance recognition) are easily de-

duced. In �gure 3 we give the result of the classi�cation process over the previous

set of concepts whereas inheritance relations are summarized in �gure 4. Exam-

ples of instance recognition are �nally given.

4 Formal Semantics

The notion of classi�cation is twofold: �rst of all, there must exist an order rela-

tion (the subsumption), second a congruence relation partitions the set of terms

3

The real de�nitions are more complicated but to be clear and concise we have sim-

pli�ed them in this paper.



(the equality). In fact, these two means are related in the following sense: let

< be the subsumption relation, and = the congruence relation, let A;B be two

terms, A < B i� A u B = A. We present our system by means of the descrip-

tion of the equality relation. This is in fact the most general way to express the

properties of our system. In [4, 5] we present the AL

��

language (which includes

�, �, 8, : and u connectives) and give a set of axioms de�ning the equality rela-

tion and outlining the essential properties of the connectives. This set of axioms

induces a class of C

��

-algebras whose terms are concept descriptions. Using the

conjunction connective u, the set of concepts can be partially ordered in such an

algebra w.r.t. the equational system. We then study three (isomorphic) algebras

inducing three subsumption orderings. The descriptive algebra D

�

[X] is the free

C

��

-algebra quotiented by a knowledge base � given as a set of equations. It gives

exactly the subsumptions between concepts valid in all C

��

-algebras as it is de-

�ned directly from the set of axioms. The structural concept algebra C provides

an operational point of view as it can be used as the core of the implementation.

A denotation is computed for each concept de�ned by the end-user: this is the

fundamental data structure handled by the subsumption algorithm. Our alge-

bra distinguishes between primitive concepts, role and exception properties, in

a strict or default manner: an element of the domain is a pair strict part, default

part of 3-uples primitive part, role part, exception part, each tuple itself being

a set. It should be remarked that switching from extensional to intentional de-

notation reverses the interpretation of the connectives altogether: for example,

the conjunction of concepts is interpreted merely as the `union' of their sets of

properties. The set of primitive concepts P is complemented with a new set P

�

in order to denote negation.

4

We also described an extensional C

��

-algebra B:

from this (standard) point of view, a concept denotes a set of individuals. Let

us point out that our study not only gives the way defaults and exceptions can

be used in de�nitions (as has to be the case for our diagnosis application), but

also provides a methodology to manage descriptions. These formal aspects are

out of the scope of this paper, we only give equations relative to � and �:

� �: (�1) (�A)

�

= A

�

� �: distributivity (�1) �(A uB) = (�A) u (�B)

(�2) A u �A = A

(�3) A

�

u �A = A

�

idempotence (�4) ��A = �A

The other axioms are standard (cf [6] and [5] for justi�cations). The (�1) ax-

iom expresses the fact that an exception to a default concept is the same as an

exception to the underlying concept. (�1) means that a default on a conjunction

of concepts is similar to the conjunction of two defaults. (�2) and (�3) express

the facts that both A and A

�

are subsumed by �A, as induced by the consti-

tutive property: an object is an instance of a concept C i� it satis�es the strict

4

Note that no axiom relates a primitive concept to its negation. This set P

�

is then

theoretically necessary, but transparent for the user.



de�nitional knowledge of C, and satis�es or is explicitly \exceptional" w.r.t. the

default de�nitional knowledge of C. This also means that priority is given to a

concept or an exception to this concept w.r.t. a default to this concept. (�4)

allows redundant default chains to be removed.

Let us discuss two equations relative to ? we have not introduced in our

equational system:

{ A u :A = ?. ? must denote as usual the least general concept (empty set

from the extensional point of view), and it must be the only one. Moreover,

the concepts Pu:P , where P is a primitive concept, are expressible in AL

��

.

But these concepts cannot be identi�ed with ? in the classi�cation process:

in other words, let P and Q be two distinct primitive concepts, P u :P 6=

Qu:Q. Why? Let C be the concept de�ned as by default being an exception

to P and by default being not P , that is to say C inherits the property not

P . C is de�ned in our language as �(P

�

)u �(:P ), then C is equal to �(P

�

u

�P )u�(:P ), hence to �(P

�

)u�(P u:P ), thus it should be equal to �?. This

induces independence of C w.r.t. P : how could we know about inheritance

?

5

So, there is currently a problem introducing this equation. However, in

the inheritance process, C inherits by default :P , and nothing else. Remark

that inconsistency can be checked after the classi�cation process. This follows

Woods'argument [13]: in this classi�cation level, we can consider that each

concept (with its negation) de�nes an inconsistency. In the inheritance level,

these cases are merged.

{ A u A

�

= ?. Let A be replaced by �B in this equation and we get: ? =

�B u (�B)

�

= �B uB

�

= B

�

. In other words, exceptions are inconsistent! In

fact, an exception is not a negation. If it were the case, yellow birds should

be recognized as elephants as they are not gray and have no trunk and no

tusks! (cf. [3] for details about these problems). What an explicit exception

does mean is that such an object should have the property but (perhaps)

hasn't.

5 Inference Services

5.1 Subsumption, Classi�cation and Inheritance

Subsumption and inheritance are two complementary relations in our DLS. Sub-

sumption is a partial order relation between two descriptions de�ned from equal-

ity as explained above. From this de�nitional point of view the interrelations

between default and exception knowledge are those which are outlined by the

equational system. We give in �gure 2 a graphical representation of the de�ni-

tions described in section 3.

As defaults and exceptions does not depend upon contexts, we can simplify

graphics. We do not represent three concepts C, �C, C

�

and one kind of rela-

tion to these concepts, we rather graphically represent one concept C and draw

5

See the following section for a de�nition of inheritance in our system. Nevertheless

the question is valid for all kind of inheritance.



di�erent kinds of arrows. A thin arrow from A to B represents a subsumption

from A to the by default version of the concept B, i.e. A < �B, a heavy one

from A to B a subsumption to the strict concept, i.e. A < B, a dashed one an

exception to the concept, i.e. A < B

�

. Finally a square represents a role, a circle

a concept, and a star near a concept means that the concept is primitive or par-

tially de�ned. The concept serious-service-incident is subsumed by the concept

number-affected

(1,maxi)

number-overcall*

at-least-200-affected-people*equipment-dependent*

equipment-incident

incident*

serious-incident

more-than-10-minutes*

service-number-affected*

serious-service-incident

equipment-serious-
service-incident

service*

Fig. 2. Examples of concept de�nitions

serious-incident since at-least-200-a�ected-people

�

is subsumed by �at-least-200-

a�ected-people. Based on this subsumption relation the classi�cation process in-

serts a new de�ned concept C \under" the most speci�c concepts it is subsumed

by and \above" the most general concepts it subsumes. In �gure 3 the concepts

have been classi�ed. Serious-service-incident is placed under serious-incident

and service-number-a�ected and above equipment-serious-service-incident.

When the subsumption relation matches the de�nitional point of view for a

default, the inheritance relation (!) outlines the classical point of view of de-

fault knowledge (i.e. a weak implication). From this point of view the relation

between exceptions and defaults is standard: an exception blocks the inheri-

tance of a default property. Thus in �gure 4 serious-service-incident for example

inherits serious-incident and more-than-10-minutes but doesn't inherit at-least-

200-a�ected-people (even though it is subsumed by �at-least-200-a�ected-people).

In addition, our approach allows sure inheritance (

s

!) to be distinguished from

probable (

p

!) inheritance and, within this, the fact that some cases are typical

(

t

!) while others are exceptional (

e

!). Put simply a concept C surely inherits a

concept D when C < D, it probably inherits D when C < �D and there is no

exception which blocks the inheritance of D or the inheritance of strict inherited

properties of D. An inheritance C ! D is typical when all concepts inherited

by D are also inherited by C, and it is exceptional when at least one concept



at-least-200-affected-people*equipment-dependent*

equipment-incident

incident*

serious-incident

more-than-10-minutes*

number-affected

(1,maxi)

number-overcall*

service-number-affected*serious-service-incident
equipment-serious-
service-incident service*

Fig. 3. After classi�cation

inherited by D is not inherited by C. Figure 4 illustrates these di�erent kinds of

inheritance (each arrow is labelled with s (sure) or p (probable) and t (typical)

or e (exceptional)). For example serious-service-incident surely and exceptionally

inherits serious-incident.

at-least-200-affected-people*equipment-dependent*

equipment-incident

incident*

serious-incident

more-than-10-minutes*
number-overcall*

service-number-affected*serious-service-incident
equipment-serious-
service-incident

p,t
s,t

s,t

s,t
s,t

s,t

s,t

s,e
s,ts,ts,t

s,t

s,t

s,t

s,t

s,t

s,t

s,t
s,e

Fig. 4. Sure/probable and typical/exceptional inheritances

Remark. Inconsistencies and ambiguities are detected in our system. A concept

is inconsistent when it surely inherits both a primitive concept and its nega-



tion, a concept is ambiguous when it probably inherits both a primitive concept

and its negation. We show in [5] that taking into account speci�city

6

criteria

to \solve" ambiguities makes the classi�cation process non-monotonic which is

inconceivable in practice. However we propose a solution to reconcile classi�ca-

tion and speci�city [5]: memorizing the preference through the addition of an

exception to non-preferred properties in the de�nition of ambiguous concepts

7

.

5.2 Instance Checking

Instance checking is the operation which consists in �nding if an object is an

instance of a concept. In our application it matches the diagnosis we have de-

scribed in section 2. Put simply, we create an abstract concept Ao from the

description of the incident o and the abstract concept is classi�ed. Then, using

inheritance relations, the system can specify the relation between an instance

and a concept in four ways:

{ o is a sure instance of a concept C i� Ao

s

! C,

{ o is a probable instance of a concept C i� Ao

p

! C and Ao 6

s

! C,

{ o is a typical instance of a concept C i� Ao

t

! C,

{ o is an exceptional instance of a concept C i� Ao

e

! C,

Remark. The abstraction process we use is very similar to the one described in

[8].

Example 3. Let us add the following concept de�nitions to those given in section

3.

8

duplex-stopping-CTU � incident u CTU-dependent

u ine�ective-beam AT-LEAST 2

u total-busy-beam AT-LEAST 1

u �ine�ective-overowing-beam,

duplex-stopping-CTU-EM � duplex-stopping-CTU u CTU-EM-dependent,

CTU-EM-dependent < CTU-dependent u ine�ective-overowing-beam

�

.

Consider now the three objects o1, o2, o3 and the descriptions:

o1:: incident, equipment-dependent, more-than-10-minutes,

o2:: serious-incident, equipment-dependent,

o3:: incident, CTU-EM-dependent, more-than-10-minutes,

at-least-200-a�ected-people, ine�ective-beam AT-LEAST 4,

total-busy-beam AT-LEAST 1.

6

Speci�city consists in trying to �nd some implicit knowledge by taking the structure

of the hierarchy in order to attribute a certain intention to the user.

7

Let us recall that our main objective is not to �nd new criteria to resolve ambiguities

but to propose a solution to de�ne concepts with default knowledge.

8

CTU is for urban tra�c switch and CTU-EM are electro-mechanical CTU.



The abstract concepts are:

Ao1 � equipment-dependent u more-than-10-minutes u incident,

Ao2 � equipment-dependent u serious-incident,

Ao3 � incident u more-than-10-minutes u at-least-200-a�ected-people

u total-busy-beam AT-LEAST 1 u ine�ective-beam AT-LEAST 4

u CTU-EM-dependent.

Ao1, Ao2, Ao3 are classi�ed. In particular:

Ao1 is placed under equipment-incident,

Ao2 is placed under equipment-incident and serious-incident,

Ao3 is placed under serious-incident and duplex-stopping-CTU-EM.

The system �nds the following instance-concept relations:

o1 is a sure and typical instance of incident, equipment-dependent,

equipment-incident and more-than-10-minutes,

o2 is a sure and typical instance of incident, equipment-dependent,

more-than-10-minutes, equipment-incident,

o2 is a probable and typical instance of at-least-200-a�ected-people,

o3 is a sure and typical instance of incident, more-than-10-minutes,

serious-incident, at-least-200-a�ected-people, duplex-stopping-CTU-EM,

CTU-dependent, CTU-EM-dependent,

o3 is a sure and exceptional instance of duplex-stopping-CTU.

In our diagnosis application, each incident concept is associated with a set of

actions (i.e. a plan) to be applied in order to resolve the incident. Five predicates

in this rule-based component are subordinated to each atomic concept C in the

knowledge base:

{ C(x) (is true if x is a C).

{ C

�

(x) (is true if x is a sure C).

{ C

�

(x) (is true if x is a probable C).

{ C

�

(x) (is true if x is a typical C).

{ C

�

(x) (is true if x is an exceptional C).

Example 4. 8 x serious-incident

�

(x) ^ serious-incident

�

(x) � apply(x; Psi

0

)

means that plan Psi

0

must be applied to resolve all sure and typical serious

incidents.

6 Previous Work

In order to handle default knowledge in DLs, several attempts have been made

to extend DL systems by a limited form of default reasoning [11, 10, 9]. Quantz

and Royer [11] and Padgham and Nebel [9] introduce defaults only as incidental

rules. Quantz and Royer's semantics is based on a preferential model theory:

various criteria are applied in order to take care of conicts between positive

and negative defaults. Padgham and Nebel propose an approach unifying non-

monotonic inheritance in semantic networks and DLs. Each concept is viewed



as a bipartite description: the \core" of a de�ned concept describes a set of nec-

essary and su�cient (strict) properties (the real de�nition) and the \default" of

a de�ned concept is a set of all the properties of the concept (strict and default

ones) which are the \typical" properties of the instances.

Note that the classi�cation processes are in the two cases quite di�cult for

the end-user to understand. Moreover, they only handle the inheritance point

of view of defaults. There is no way to de�ne natural concepts as requested by

our application. The approach we have described in this paper circumvent these

problems: the language as well as the classi�cation process are uniform, and

natural concepts may be fully de�ned.

7 Conclusion

Our main objective was to show that our de�nitional point of view for default

knowledge is indispensable for our diagnosis application. It allows de�nitions for

concepts which otherwise would only be partially de�ned and so unclassi�able.

The combination of subsumption and inheritance re�nes the instance checking

operation by distinguishing sure from probable and typical from exceptional

instances. Let us �nally remark that the language has been proven to be PAC-

learnable [12]: for our application, the conceptual de�nitions may be learnt from

descriptions of incidents in a tractable way. The implementation (in C++) of

the DLs-based system is in progress.
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